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Effect of Oxygen Addition on Structure and Current Conduction Mechanism
of Amorphous and Crystallized Extremely Thin CVD-TrzOs Films
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The improvement in the insulating properties of CIVD-Ta2Oq film by 2-
step annealing with W-0q then dry-O2, is explained by ?n-alyzing the
structure using low glanEing-ang1e X:rays, SR-EXAFS, and XPS. Oxygen
addition by W-0q, corresponding to reducing number of oxygen vacancies, is
confirmed by XPS. X-ray and H(AFS analysis show that shorter Ta-O bond
length and higher oxygen coordination number as usual is formed in
eystallLzed, 10 nm-thick CVD-Ta205 film treated by the 2-step annealing.

Introduction

We have reported a new fabrication
technique of extremely thin Ta20q film using
TPCVD with Ta(OCrHq)q follofed by 2-step
annealing of W-0j "an"d dry 02. ( 1) The f ilm
was applied as e storage dietectric to
fabricate l.SV-operated 64 Mbit DRAMs.(2)
The insulating characteristics of the film,
leakage current and defect density, erere
found to be improved dranatically by the 2-
step annealing.

. In this paper, new detailed explanations
of the f iIn structure and cument conduction
rnechanism are given for every step of
annealing. Low glancing angle X-ray
diffracticr, S:R-EKAFS, XPS, and electrical
reasurereots are used to deterrnine the effect
of oxygen addition on the structural and
electrical properties of 10 nm-thick Ta205
films eguivalent to 3 nm-thick'3i02 film.

Hqlerirental koe&rre

Structures of Ta20q films after every step
of annealing were SstinateA by low glancing
angle X-ray diffraction, SR-EXAFS and XPS.
In the low glancing angle X-r?y measurenent,
a glancing angle was set at 1" for obtaining
sufficient signal intensity. In the EXAFS
measunents, X-ray beam generated by SOR ring
was used, whidr is effectlve for structural
analysis of extremely thin film. The EXAFS
spectra of thin Ta20q filns on single crystal
silicon were mea5uied near ttre tantalun
I(III) absorption edge. In capacitors for the
electrical mesurement, Ta20E filrn was
deposited on phosphorus-doped folieystalline

s-D-8

silicon and exposed to one of the following
anneallng processes: W-01, DRY-O?, or 2-step
annealing. After that, W-6ate was-fabricated.
The UV-O? anneallng was took place in an
ozone ( 9--percent volume ) /oxygen mixture
radiated by a mercury larnp at 300"C. The dry-
O? annealing was^done in a dry oxygen
afomosphere at B00oC. The 2-step annealing
involved the W-03 followed by the dry-O2.

Results and Dismssions

Low glancing angle(o=lo ) X-ray diffraction
spectra (Flg.l) show that the 10 nm-thick
CVD-Ta2Oq film after UV-0" annealing is
amorphSu6, and that the crista I phase of
Ta205 appears after the subsequent dry-02
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Fig.l X-ray diffraction patterns of
thlck UV-01 annealed and
annealed CVD:Ta205 film.
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Dependence of average coordination nunber
and average Ta-O bond length in 10 nm-thick
Ta205 fi.Lm on annealing temperature in dry-02
atomosphere with UV-O? pretreated or no[
pretreated filrn. -

annealing. An assignnent of this diffraction
spectra was adrieved by considering resultsaf an EXAFS analysis. Figure Z shows
dependences of average Ta-0 bond length and
average coordination nunber of, oxygen aton to
Ta aton in 10 nm-thick Ta20q film on
annealing temperature in dry-0J itnosphere.
It is noted that much higher Eoordination
number is observed in the 10 nm-thick
crystallLzed f ilm than tha,t of L-Tar0q
crystal form usually observed in bulk.,tfrui
the crystal forn seens to be peculiar to thin
fllm regi.on. Considering with ttre diffraction
spectra and approximately B coordination
number in UV-O.q treated fi1m, the crystal
form seems to be 6-Ta r O q (hexagonal) anong
tantalum oxide systal formls stil1 reported .
Concerned with effect of W-Og treatment for
structure, UV-O? pre-treatment promote
remarkable shortening of Ta-O bond 1ength and
increase in coordination nunber' in the Z-
step annealed film as shown in Fig.2. Thus,
W-Og treatement seens to form precusor in
amorphous state for the gnowttr of the crystal
form having extrenelfi tight ctremical bonds by
reparing oygen deficients.
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Fig.3 Dependence of lattice constant and Eos6
of 10 nn and 20 nn-thick CVD-Ta205 filfi
on W-0q Bonealing time.

(Inset:Stiucture of 6-TaZ 0S (hexagonal)
unit cel1)
Figure 3 shows changes in 1attice

constants and effective electric f.ie1d E^cgof the Z-step annealed 10 and ZO rurrthYLk
CVD-Ta2O5 f ilms versus W-0a annealing ti_ne.
Lattice constants are estiribted by assuning
that crystal form is 6-Taz 0c and unit cell
consist of one nolecule. F5r ffre ZO nm filn,
both a and c deeease with annealing tirne andthe corresponding increase in Eorf was
observed. Noted here that lattice coFs'tbnt c
levels off after about 30 mins of annealing,
although Eeff continues to increase. thui,
the increasE--in Eorr is mainly attributed to
the strortening of=Tattice constant a. These
relationships can be explained by the crlrstal
structure of T?20S, especlally by the oxygen
chemical bonds. -Fdr o)rygen bonds to Ta atons,
there are two tlpes of oxygen position O(I)
and 0(II) in the ceil (inset in Fig.2).Lattice constant a corresponds to the
distance of Ta-Ta, whictr can be determined
fron the bond length Ta-0( I ) or 0( I )-O( I ),.and c corresponds to the Ta-O(II)-Ta ctrain
length. A shorter }attice constant a inpliesthat the bond length of either Ta-O( f) or
0( I )-O( I ) is shorter due to the stronger
covalency. Oxygen vacanci.es, left in the
amorphous film after the UV-O? treatment,
show a tendencl' to take posi-tion at 0( I )rather than 0(II) during the crrlrstallization.
Thus, longer UV-03 treatnent reduces the
density of oxyllen riacancles in the amorphousfilm, resulting in a higher fillingprobability of an oxygen atom at 0(I) in thecrystallized film. 0n the other hand, thefilling piobabillty of an oxygen atoms at0(II) is estinated tc be very high i,nitially
and renain almost unchanged with increasing
annealing time. Thus, the ineease in Eogg i;
thought to be actrieved by adding o*V&n to
the vacancies at 0(I). The following results
obtained by XPS support this model.
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Fig.4 Shift of O/Ta atomlc ratlo in 20 nm-
thick CVD-Ta20q filn as a function of
W-Og annealind time.

Figure 4 shows the shift in O/Ta ratio
in the film versus UV-O? annealing time; the
ratio is derived from tFe ratio of Ta4r. peak
intensity to 0r* peak intensity in XPS
spectra. The am6frnt of oxygen starts to
incease after W-Oa for 30 mins and is 0.88
higher than the as:deposited film after 200
mins. Thus, activated oxygen atoms produced
by the W-01 are thought to diffuse into the
Ta20q f1lm 5nd fill the vacancies.-Fina11y, the effects of the oxygen
addit.ion on the current conduction mechanism
are described. In the amorphous film, the
current conduction mechanisn gradually
changes from the modified Poole-Frenkel (a=2)
to the normal Poole-Frenkel(a=1) as the
ounber of oxygen vacancies decreases (Fig.S).
The distribution of Llo+r is very wide due to
the wide distribution-bt oxygen vacancies in
the film (Fig.5). In the crystallized film,
current conduction is thought to be due to
trap assisted tunneling because tunneling
current is <lrastically reduced by adding
oxygen(F'IG.5). Noted that a sharp
distribution of Earr is obtained due to the
oxygen vacancies mbting to the 0( I ) positions
during crystallization (Fig.6) .

Conelusi.on

This study shows that an effective
process for controlling oxygen vacancies in
CVD-Ta2O5 films, such as oxygen addition and
crystallization by 2-step annealing, gives
good insulatinlt properties.
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Fig.5
Leakage Current Characteristics of CVD-Tar0q
film and the i-V relatlonship for thr6el
dinensional PooIe-Frenkel process.
{ inset: three dinensional poole-Frenkel plot)
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